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2019 HUNTER HOTEL CONFERENCE RECAP 
Important disclosures can be found in Appendix 

BACK TO THE LATE INNINGS AGAIN 
We include a recap of the Hunter hotel conference, some key takeaways, key quotes, and a short review of the last handful of Hunter 

hotel conferences below. For full notes, see the Appendix.  

Key Takeaways 

 RevPAR outlook modest – Expectations for RevPAR growth trajectory have moderated following a deceleration throughout 2018

(1H up 3.5%, 2H up 2%). YTD 2019 RevPAR (up little over 1%) has disappointed vs. budgets which at one time pointed to a pick-

up in growth in 1Q19 (Easter benefit) vs. 4Q18 (hindered by hurricane compares). After a modest Jan/Feb, the first few weeks of

March have also been disappointing. The last week of March and first week of April should get Easter benefit but the outlook for

the remainder of April is quite modest. Outlooks for the year remain near 2% which seems to imply a better 2H, resting on the

premise of easier compares. Occupancies at record highs but rate growth frustratingly low.

 “No such thing as an expiration date on an expansion” – Last year, Bob Hunter said it best...Cycles don’t die of old age. In ‘14

and ‘15 we were in the 6th inning of a double header. In ‘16 we were concerned. In ‘17 we were in the 10 th inning of an 18 inning

game. In ‘18, we are tired of baseball analogies.  In 19, we agree we are late in a cycle with an unpredictable end. 107 out of past

108 months have shown positive RevPAR vs. 56 months in 00’s cycle and 111 months in the 90’s cycle.

 Econ 101: GDP decel, wage growth accel, lodging taking share of wallet but real ADR disappointing – GDP growth

expectations are moderating following the synchronized global growth theme from 2018. US expected to be low 2’s following the

3 in 2018. Downside risks to growth have risen. Wage growth made progress throughout 2018 now running up near 3.5% which

reflects how tight the labor market is. Lodging spend up 45% vs. 2011 outpacing consumer spending which is up 30% over the

same time period. Despite share gains and wage pressure, rate growth continues to disappoint and remains negative in real terms.

 Negative impacts of new supply – Headline industry supply numbers are not getting worse (remain dialed in near 2% in line with

2018 levels) but the cumulative effect of years at this level, coupled with moderating demand growth is leading to a step up in

supply impact complaints amongst owners, developers, lenders etc. New supply immediately impacts hotel values when announced

followed by a rate impact when the property actually opens. Construction costs still high keeping a lid supply. Currently near 200k

rooms under construction up 2% vs. last year.

 Labor, construction, and taxes all rising – The chatter around rising labor costs and construction costs has only gotten louder

relative to 12 months ago. More moderate RevPAR growth is amplifying the margin impacts of rising costs. Property tax increases

got more attention this year (point of disagreement between buyers and sellers, a potential hold up to deals) and sounds to be a trend

that more cities/municipalities are looking to as a revenue source.

 Debt still competitive; pulling back leverage a little; more cautious on underwriting assumptions – Even with a more cautious

backdrop due to some heightened macro/growth concerns, lenders appetite remains strong and spreads are narrowing a bit even

with falling interest rates. There is “liquidity but not euphoria.” Regional and local banks relatively more aggressive but “not to the

point of being unhealthy.” Most investors sounds to be reducing leverage levels modestly (if it was 70% last year, it is 65% now

for some) and unlevered return expectations have eased slightly. More caution embedded in the underwriting assumptions in deals

today vs. 12 months ago involving more moderate topline assumptions and higher expenses, pressuring returns.

 It’s cap rate, it’s price per key, it’s IRR – Can’t just look at one in the deal, have to evaluate all three. Cap rate is one of the first

questions asked b/c it says how a seller is thinking about the deal. But it is really just an output to a variety of the other inputs. Cap

rates matter more for core stabilized assets (better for industrial, multifamily, etc.). Look at price per key in the market and cost to

build in that market. Think about a reasonable per key exit in that market, and if it is tertiary, will it be able to attract that type of

capital years down the road. If selling an asset, evaluate it from the perspective of a buyer and consider the IRR.

 Those unpredictable interest rates – A year ago, the 10 year was at 2.75% with broadly consensus expectations for a rise. Rates

peaked in Nov of 2018 at 3.25% and have since moderated to 2.35% today. The consensus now is for stable rates.

 Cap relatively stable through 2018, expecting more of the same in 2019 – The consensus amongst hotel investors points to stable

to moderately higher cap rates in the next 12 months as the spread over the 10 year is expected to hold to widen slightly. While debt

is readily available, the growth outlook has changed which should put some upward pressure on cap rates. This follows 2018 which

saw cap rates hold stable near 8% and spread over the 10 year narrow ~50bps through the year (as interest rates rose) to ~475bps

in November 2018 but then widen in the last five months back towards ~525bps (as interest rates fell). In 2017 cap rates were also

stable near 8% despite a rise in interest rates exiting 2016. For reference, 2007 cap was ~6.5%, ~150bps premium to the 10yr.

 Deal $ volume should be down in 2019 on tough compares from portfolio deals in 2018 – When asked, most industry

participants expect to be a net buyer this year, but most expect deal volume to be down yr/yr in 2019 due to a high number of

portfolio deals which padded growth last year. According to HVS, 2018 deal volume of $41B was up 47% yr/yr from the $28B last
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year, marking the 2nd highest volume in the last decade, still below the $50B see in 2015. A greater number of higher priced portfolio 

deals (worth $12.5B of 2018 vs. $3.9B of 2019) drove the growth, while individual property sales volume was only up mid-singles. 

 Net buyers on average, still a decent bid ask spread – For 2019 there still sounds to be more buyers than sellers, but buyer

appetite is not as strong as it was this time last year. Bid ask spreads between buyers/sellers sounds relatively unchanged with sellers

still aspirational and buyers concerned on new supply, margin, and growth trajectory. As a reminder, 2017/2018 buyer interest

recovered/bid-ask spreads narrowed. During 2016 the appetite for deals was “anemic” following 2014/2015 which was “on fire.”

 Evaluating distribution; focusing on topline vs. bottom line: Discussions continue to highlight the industry’s need to reduce the

focus on market share/RevPAR and elevate emphasis on “net RevPAR” or profit. Some point to the topline focus as indicative of

the separation of brands (collecting fees off the topline) and owners (reliant on profits). The brands in the room emphasized that

they are working to maximize the bottom of the P&L given their understanding of the topline and the middle of the P&L (as

mangers).  Distribution and reliance on the OTA’s remains a conversation point, and different agreements with OTA’s based on

brand, geography, and day of week probably make sense.

 Brand Proliferation – New brand launches persist. While the brands are attempting to meet growing consumer interesting in

differentiated, unique products, owners are still not happy about the supply/rate impact of similar properties with different names

in the same brand family popping up across the street.

Review of the last 6 Hunter Conferences – It has been an interesting ride over the last 6 years of Hunter Conferences. 

 The Late Innings Again: March of 2019 Conference – We all agree that it is a.) impossible to call a top and b.) most likely late

innings. We are complaining more about rising labor and construction costs. We are less optimistic on the trajectory of the topline

and being more cautious on deal structuring and underwriting assumptions. Still net buyers on average.

 Maybe a Few More Years: March of 2018 Conference – Most were feeling better on deal flow and RevPAR vs. 2017. Domestic

RevPAR picked-up on hurricane benefit and tax reform.  Rising construction costs were keeping supply in check. Labor inflation

and margin pressure concerns emerged. Cap rates were expected to remain stable as interest rates would most certainly rise. We

were sick of baseball analogies.

 Feeling Better: March of 2017 Conference – Compared to March of 2016, we were decidedly more optimistic. Hotels looked like

a good deal/favorable yield vs. other real estate asset classes. Talk on cost inflation ticked up. RevPAR sounded fine against a lower

bar. Cycle prognosticators seemed less opinionated as it has been “late in the cycle” for a number of years now. Supply was

approaching 2% and rate was going to drive RevPAR going forward. Airbnb was worth $31B. Barry Sternlicht told us about

Trump’s golf game and feelings on seeing his baby Starwood get swallowed by Marriott.

 Back to Reality: March of 2016 Conference – Following a “lofty” market in 2015 with deal flow reaching cycle highs, there was

a macro repricing of cash flows. Cap rates rose 150bps as the embedded risk premium rose. Deal financing became more difficult

to obtain. Yr/Yr RevPAR growth was slowing, but you “can’t grow at 7% forever.” Anbang had just come over top of Marriott for

Starwood and many thought both “had room to sweeten the deal.” Stop Clicking Around from Hilton was helping to “take back

what was leaking out of the business to a place that did not deserve to have it.”

 Found an Extra Year: March of 2015 Conference – It was the 6th or 7th inning of a “double header” (hey we found an extra year).

Inflation adjusted rate was back in line with the prior peak. It was “not a bad time to buy or sell.” We reflected on 2014, which

turned out to be the year of the select serve portfolio deals. We realized there was some “millennial in us all” and fully embraced

“brand proliferation.” We were warned that supply of Airbnb could negatively impact rate growth. Steve Joyce of Choice told us

that “if we weren’t having fun now, we should get out of the industry b/c it doesn’t get better than this.”

 Sweet Spot: March of 2014 Conference – It was the 6th inning of what might be a “double header” in the “sweet spot” of the

cycle. We didn’t have to worry about downside until 2016/maybe 2017. Capital was more readily available and LTV was rising.

Supply was just crossing 1% after 3 years of sub 1%. It was “as good as we have ever seen the lodging industry,” and the “time to

push rate was now.” Airbnb was a $10B valuation...is it really worth that? Chris Nassetta of Hilton told us that things were like

Goldilocks – “not too hot and not too cold.”

Key Quotes from the Conference: 

 Owners love to take money out of properties and not put it back in, so we think there’s always opportunity to add value. – James

Merkel (Rockbridge)

 It’s a widely fragmented industry and that creates opportunity to operate better. We find those opportunities by turning over rocks

– one example if you check into a Hampton at 9:30PM and there are two people working the front desk – that’s a red flag. Lights

go off in my head that it is probably being mismanaged. – Tyler Morse (MCR)

 Right now, we are faced with a prolonged low RevPAR environment that we now have operated in for quite a long time. So we are

finding GMs that keep their finger on every little expense item. – Dan Hansen (Summit)

 Three issues – 1)We’ve raised wages in every hotel across 65 markets in the last year and a half. It is very hard to find good team

members. Unemployment rates at all-time lows, and it is absolutely affecting margins.2) property taxes across the board are going

through the roof. The cities are figuring out this is a great source of revenue.3) Supply is pressuring rate growth. – Tyler Morse

(MCR)
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 We as an industry are just paying too much for distribution and giving too many discounted rates. How are we still as an industry

offering Triple A discounts – does Triple A still even exist? – Tyler Morse (MCR)

 In the last 6 months, everyone being little more cautious on the deal front. We are probably running along the top of a ridge line,

hard to know when rolls over. On acquisition side, we are pulling back on leverage there, which caused the problem last time.

Other thing we are doing which may be a bit contrarian is preferring new development, b/c if we go into a recession, we want to

come out with the newest shiniest project. – J. Dana Tsakanikas (Stonehill).

 In terms of deals, when we shift focus to 7-10 year hold vs. 3-5 year hold, the availability becomes much greater. We are looking

at higher quality assets, which brings risk profile down, b/c now looking for cash flow vs. relying on big exit to drive the return.

Sure you have to be cautious late in the cycle, but there still is opportunity. Seeing rate pressure as a lot of supply has come on,

which need to be mindful of. – Matthew Ram (Liberty)

 We have frustrations that we are sitting at highest occupancy levels, but not truly optimizing rate growth. We need to rethink the

tactics we use in sales & marketing. Why are we running such high occupancy and not pushing rates, we have been saying this for

years now but nothing changes. – Carlos Rodriguez (Driftwood)

 “The minute new supply is announced your hotel value is negatively impacted. The moment a statewide minimum wage raise is

announced, your hotel value is impacted. – Lee Hunter (Hunter Hotels)

 “What’s the cap rate?” used to be the first question we would get. Now it is “what’s the supply growth?” that everyone cares on.

– Lee Hunter (Hunter Hotels)

 “As a broker, I can tell you that all of you are 10 cap buyers and 7 cap sellers. That’s a universal truth I can assure you.” – Lee

Hunter (Hunter Hotels)

 If just assuming 2% type topline and trying to get a return, the math just points to cap rates drifting a bit higher. You can still get

favorable debt in place, but the growth outlook has changed. Cap rates should go moderately higher, but sellers have this number

in their head as an 8 cap for select serve hotels. That sentiment has not changed.- Jesse Blair (Blair Asset Mgt)

 We are relatively low leverage. We underwrite to the downside. We say no to a lot of deals that come across our desk. We are

protectors of capital. - Andy Chopra (Banyan)

 We study demand trends, study job growth. We are not buying T12 RevPAR, we are buying the next 36. What you made before is

no longer relevant.- Chris Kilcullen (Legendary)

 We look for margins that are light, they are doing things all wrong. But it is frustrating when the seller has it priced like we are

going to do it right/fix it. We don’t buy that way. Not going to pay the seller for that. That’s our upside.- Chris Kilcullen (Legendary)

 Every deal you do, you learn something to watch out for the next deal.- Ben Pierson (Rockbridge)

 We reduced leverage. 2 years ago we were in the 65 -70% level. Probably more in the 55-60% range now. Our expectations for

unlevered yield has come down as a result to closer to 10%. On new development, we used to target higher than that, but with rising

construction costs and extended build time, those unlevered returns have also come down. - Jatin Desai (Peachtree)

 Sellers wants an 8 cap. Potential buyer says if occupancy falls on new supply, then I am buying it at a 9 cap. There is the bid ask

spread right there. – Jatin Desai (Peachtree)

 Have to reconcile the differences to narrow the bid ask spread. If that doesn’t happen, then no deal gets done and nobody is

happy...not even the broker. – Danny Givertz (Hunter)

 Thinking what the per key is on the cap assumption. If you have a high key count asset in a tertiary market that may not have the

same ability to attract capital. Look at out years. Are you really going to sell at 700k per key? Don’t just through a cap rate on

upfront or in the out year.- Ben Pierson (Rockbridge)

 If you are just trying to buy core stabilized assets, then cap matters. But if not, just look at price per key, what has traded in that

market and what’s the cost to build per key.- Jatin Desai (Peachtree)

 As a result of the more moderate growth trajectory and more moderate leverage levels, the return equity is demanding has come

down. We are ok with it coming down, b/c now it is actually easier to structure deals as long as the investors understand that. On

the lending side, it has been a little more aggressive than we would have thought and has not pulled back as much as expected in

light of the economic volatility in 4Q18. Lending is saying we can get tighter on the spreads. We are certainly building in more

moderate assumptions on the underwriting side, reflecting more expense growth and less topline. So equity returns have come

down, now maybe we are out with a 12% IRR vs. 15% before. – Carlos Rodriguez (Driftwood)

 “Are there too many brand?” the reason we ask that question, is that we as the owners bear the risk of the new brands. – Kirk

Kinsell (Panther Ridge)

 It is a free market – if owners don’t like new brands, don’t have to add them. – Elie Maalouf (IHG)

 Airbnb is shadow supply and I try to not be afraid of shadows. Supply growth is real and a point of concern.  – John Murray

(Hospitality Property Trust)

 It is a problem that we have been selling the same way for too many years. Thinking the right base of Group, Transient etc. We

incent sales and rev managers on market share instead of profit. You have to be willing to lose market share in order to gain profit.

We are not going to shut down the OTAs. But you can managed those channels effectively to understand their place. - Robert Burg

(Aimbridge)

 Competition in every space is good. One of the issues we have had is not enough competition in OTA’s. That is changing and is
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good for everyone in the room. We have always had travel agents/intermediaries. Has not always been this confrontational. – Elie 

Maalouf (IHG) 

 I am not so much in the camp of “Let’s go dark on OTA’s. Well show them.” That is one impressive method if the right person leads

and everyone follows, but hard to execute. – John Murray (Hospitality Property Trust)

 107 out of past 108 months positive RevPAR vs. 56 months in 00’s and 111 months in the 90’s. How long could this keep going?

Well Australia has a 27 year positive upcycle. – Jan Freitag (STR)

 The unemployment rate is below the natural rate of unemployment which creates pressure. For the last 60 years, every time we

have fallen into this type of high pressure employment period, we eventually fall into a recession. The length of the high pressure

period seems to vary. Begs the question how long will be in the redzone. – Mark Woodworth (CBRE)

 What happens in uncertainty? You typically do nothing. Uncertainty (lack of confidence) impacts ADR growth and we are not

pushing price like we should. – Mark Woodworth (CBRE)

 Consumer confidence remains strong. Saw a slowdown in Jan/Feb which the govt. shutdown had a lot to do with that. Still above

where we were at prior peak levels. – Adam Sacks (Tourism Economics)

 No such thing as an expiration date on economic expansion. There needs to be a cause. – Adam Sacks (Tourism Economics)

 Lodging share of consumer spend grew ~45% vs. overall consumer spending up ~30%– Adam Sacks (Tourism Economics)

 Lot of debt capital out there. Good CMBS, good balance sheet. No shortage of capital.  – Adi Bhoopathy (Noble)

 Rate is swaps plus 175-225bps. The 10yr swap is just below 2.5%, which is 60-70bps below where it was going into the election.

So all in you are looking at probably 4.5-4.75% as doable right now. Very competitive right now. – Jon Wright (Access Point)

 The availability of labor is really tough. Lot of markets that have moved up the minimum wage to a point that is meaningfully higher

than what was in place. Key is to find markets that have more than topline growth (i.e. Atl) which can keep the rev a little higher

for the expense creep. – Adi Bhoopathy (Noble)

 With all the macro noise out there, we have not seen the volatility work its way into the loan business. Debt markets are still robust.

Obviously everyone is watching the Fed decision not to raise rates. – Scott Andrews (Wells Fargo)

 Cease fire on the arms race. The size of a TV doesn’t drive customer preference. The linens are soft enough. Think about tech and

how we can improve engagement going forward.” – Tom Baltimore (Park Hotels)

 GDP still tracking 2-2.5% and probably still tracking in that range next year. Interesting indicators out there – nonresidential fixed

investment spending (high correlation with RevPAR) decelerating this year but still growing. Unemployment remaining under 4%.

Inflation tamed. Corporate profits decelerating but still positive. Even the pundits saying another year of 2-2.5% RevPAR growth

– Tom Baltimore (Park Hotels)

 In my career, I like to take risks, push myself, learn, push limits. Only reason I have been able to do that, is my family and

relationships, that part of the life is foundational. That is the rock. I have those relationships as a constant that provide unbelievable

support and love. – Chris Nassetta (Hilton)

 I started out in “engineering” in the backhouse of the hotel, which means my primary job was plunging toilets. And we had

TERRIBLE water pressure, which meant too many “code browns” which I plunged happily. – Chris Nassetta (Hilton)

 In my mind, I am thinking there is no way we are going to Beverly Hills... my family and I would have been the Beverly hillbillies.

But I agree to have lunch with Jon Gray to discuss the possibility of me joining Hilton. Turns out he is a persuasive guy. – Chris

Nassetta (Hilton)

 Terry Golden and I partnered in restructuring of Oliver Carr. I was in my late 20s. When things are good too long you don’t build

the right muscles. Only can build those muscles when things unwind. That was the greatest experience a young person could have.

– Chris Nassetta (Hilton)

 The headlines were terrible. We end up shutting down global headquarters. Everyone referring to Hilton as “Blackstone’s black

eye.” According to the press we were going to be the “biggest hotel bankruptcy in hotel history.” We had to keep steady hands at

the wheel. We had to paint a picture of why tomorrow could be better. – Chris Nassetta (Hilton)

 Have an amazing wife and 6 amazing daughters...I am so not the boss at home. I often question whether I am work too. – Chris

Nassetta (Hilton)

State of the Industry Panel 

 Moderator – Teague Hunter

 Speakers – Dan Hansen (Summit), James Merkel (Rockbridge), Tyler Morse (MCR), Scott Trebilco (Blackstone)

Key Quotes 

 Owners love to take money out of properties and not put it back in, so we think there’s always opportunity to add value. – James

Merkel (Rockbridge)
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 It’s a widely fragmented industry and that creates opportunity to operate better. We find those opportunities by turning over rocks

– one example if you check into a Hampton at 9:30PM and there are two people working the front desk – that’s a red flag. Lights

go off in my head that it is probably being mismanaged. – Tyler Morse (MCR)

 Right now, we are faced with a prolonged low RevPAR environment that we now have operated in for quite a long time. So we are

finding GMs that keep their finger on every little expense item. – Dan Hansen (Summit)

 Three issues – 1)We’ve raised wages in every hotel across 65 markets in the last year and a half. It is very hard to find good team

members. Unemployment rates at all-time lows, and it is absolutely affecting margins.2) property taxes across the board are going

through the roof. The cities are figuring out this is a great source of revenue.3) Supply is pressuring rate growth. – Tyler Morse

(MCR)

 We as an industry are just paying too much for distribution and giving too many discounted rates. How are we still as an industry

offering Triple A discounts – does Triple A still even exist? – Tyler Morse (MCR)

Full Notes 

 TH – This is the business I grew up in. Great to be back here each year with so many of you who are not just clients but friends.

We are going to have a casual conversation on hotels among friends. Scott, we will start picking on you, you just completed the

largest fund raise, how you going to spend the money?

o ST – We just raised our $20B fund, which is the largest ever real estate fund. It is a lot of money. Excited about it. Think it is

a great time to invest in the industry – hospitality and others. We have been selective in hotel deals over the years, but we feel

extremely good on the trajectory of the industry long term. Like some markets more than others where there a good long term

demand drivers (California, Hawaii, Florida, DC).

 TH – Can deploy that money in a variety of classes within real estate, how do you think about hospitality vs. other sectors now?

o ST – RevPAR appears to continue to decelerate but really just market by market. But near term feels like flattish

EBITDA, a moderation in growth trajectory and a number of things affecting flow through. But the yield in hotels is

higher than others. Looking at select serve, it feels like valuations have moved up on deals there but the trajectory of RevPAR

and costs has led to returns being slightly worse there.

 TH – Jim, what type of returns are you looking for, what types of deals, how feeling on 2019, net buyer or seller?

o JM – We are looking for unlevered returns around 10, maybe closer to 11/12 if developing. One deal we just did - Halcyon

Hotel Cherry Creek in Denver – that hotel that was two years old that we felt had cash flow and some operating efficiencies

we could drive and generate value that way. We deal with full serve, select serve, and independent – wherever we can find

value. We were a net seller, having sold 15 assets in the last 12 months, but it’s always in buying and selling mode. Owners

love to take money out of properties and not put it back in, so we think there’s always opportunity to add value.

 TH – How about you Tyler, net buyer or seller?

o TM – We are net buyers this year. Probably buy 22-24 hotels this year. Bought 26 hotels last year. We are market agnostic.

Hotels are a real estate business. Operating business. Finance business. There’s a lot of places to add value, but our alpha is

adding value through operations. Lot of hotels are run by smaller operators – like 30,000 people. It’s a widely fragmented

industry and that creates opportunity to operate better. We find those opportunities by turning over rocks – one

example if you check into a Hampton at 9:30PM and there are two people working the front desk – that’s a red flag.

Lights go off in my head that it is probably being mismanaged. Not that many people checking in after 9PM. You don’t

need two people at the front desk. If that is being managed wrong there is probably other areas as well. So to get better returns,

there needs to be something interesting on the value add. Office building reprices inventory at 10 years. Retail 5 years.

Multifamily is every year. Hotels are every night. So the yield/higher return has to be there because of the volatility.

 TH – Dan, how you are feeling about the opportunities?

o DH – Every year it’s kind of the same story. Not sure if we’re entering a recession or at the bottom. There’s always going to

be opportunities. Definitely are some challenges ahead, but I don’t think that means there aren’t opportunities, it just means

that it’s harder to find. Right now, we are faced with a prolonged low RevPAR environment that we now have operated

in for quite a long time. So we are finding GMs that keep their finger on every little expense item. How much are you

paying house keepers, front desk, tech, etc. It is a challenge.

 How does that line up with what you guys are seeing?

o TM – It’s death by a thousand cuts. You have to get under the hood, pull back the covers and go through every single line item

to find these little Easter eggs of value. I think there are three risks/big issues. First there is wage pressure across the U.S.

We’ve raised wages in every hotel across 65 markets in the last year and a half. It is very hard to find good team

members. Unemployment rates at all-time lows, and it is absolutely affecting margins. The second big thing is property

taxes across the board are going through the roof. The cities are figuring out this is a great source of revenue. It’s wildly

outpacing inflation. The third challenge is supply. But secular demand drivers should help absorb that – people want to travel

more and flights are so cheap. But helping to keep a lid on supply is construction costs which keep rising. When I first started

in this business it cost $100k per key to build a Residence Inn...we just built one for $185k to build that Residence Inn. If there

is one thing that is for certain, construction costs have gone higher. Problem is all the small construction players are gone.
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o TM – We as an industry are just paying too much for distribution and giving too many discounted rates. How are we

still as an industry offering Triple A discounts – does Triple A still even exist? Is someone really meeting your car when it

breaks down to fix your tire? On property booking discount? How are you giving them a discount – they are already in the

building? Or big room sellers will come to Marriott or Hilton and say – “hey I am booking 800,000 rooms per year I want a

discount.” The problem is those rooms are spread around thousands of hotels. So me owning this hotel, I would not actually

give them discount.

 TH – What are you folks guiding/predicting for 2019?

o DH – We have provided a range. All are in the flat to up 3% area. Select serve should underperform full serve due to hurricane

compares. Just depends on whether and how much exposure to San Francisco you have. Also renovations skew numbers a lot.

o JM – 2019 should be a stead year. Have talked about increasing costs. The public REIT’s outlook for 0-3% makes sense. Then

when levered it is closer to high teens. 2019 should be a steady year. Everybody feels generally good. Cautious but optimistic

about doing things. A couple years ago, people were much more fearful of a recession. Now people are just trying to do

things and get something done.

o TM – I think you are very much seeing the numbers skew more regionally. If you have hotels in West Texas things are great

again. In Houston, hotels are struggling with difficult hurricane compares. The macro fundamentals are still decent. I will take

2% growth and steady for longer. I remember 2006 and 2007 when it was 5%-6% RevPAR – big up and big down. This slow

temperate growth works for a while.

o ST – Based on the growth outlook and trajectory, we still like the investment opportunities we see. Sometimes the publicly

traded REIT’s get so cheap, we just wish we could buy them, but that is not our business. We feel pretty decent about 2019/2020

and the deals that are out there.

Buying & Selling Hotels in an Active Market 

 Moderator –  Lee Hunter (Hunter)

 Speakers –  Chris Kilcullen (Legendary), Andy Chopra (Banyan), Mark Ricketts (McNeil), Jesse Blair (Blair Asset Mgt)

Key Quotes 

 “The minute new supply is announced your hotel value is negatively impacted. The moment a statewide minimum wage raise is

announced, your hotel value is impacted. – Lee Hunter (Hunter Hotels)

 “What’s the cap rate?” used to be the first question we would get. Now it is “what’s the supply growth?” that everyone cares on.

– Lee Hunter (Hunter Hotels)

 “As a broker, I can tell you that all of you are 10 cap buyers and 7 cap sellers. That’s a universal truth I can assure you.” – Lee

Hunter (Hunter Hotels)

 If just assuming 2% type topline and trying to get a return, the math just points to cap rates drifting a bit higher. You can still get

favorable debt in place, but the growth outlook has changed. Cap rates should go moderately higher, but sellers have this number

in their head as an 8 cap for select serve hotels. That sentiment has not changed.- Jesse Blair (Blair Asset Mgt)

 We are relatively low leverage. We underwrite to the downside. We say no to a lot of deals that come across our desk. We are

protectors of capital. - Andy Chopra (Banyan)

 We study demand trends, study job growth. We are not buying T12 RevPAR, we are buying the next 36. What you made before is

no longer relevant.- Chris Kilcullen (Legendary)

 We look for margins that are light, they are doing things all wrong. But it is frustrating when the seller has it priced like we are

going to do it right/fix it. We don’t buy that way. Not going to pay the seller for that. That’s our upside.- Chris Kilcullen (Legendary)

Full Notes 

 LH – Ask the question we don’t want to talk about – where are we in the cycle?

o JB – We recently bought a holiday inn express in Nash - $117M the world’s most expensive Express. Our view of the world,

things have been good for a long time. Topline harder to come by naturally. Not timing the cycle, but looking at broader

economic picture. As long as things stay stable/moderately up, things are fine. Tough part in hotels is the expense side.

o MR – Run out of analogies of baseball. In an unprecedented period. Power brands. We are 60/40 debt. We feel we can withstand

a slow down. It is slowing and there is cost creep. But we are not market timers. We will be active buyers.

o AC – We are in extra innings. Some would argue we had mini recession in 2016. Right now, some markets are showing

occupancy declines. We look at things in pockets. Some are better. We also are active across all cycles. We are relatively low

leverage. We underwrite to the downside. We say no to a lot of deals that come across our desk. We are protectors of

capital.

o CK – We also view it as protect the capital/not market timers. Bought 10 hotels in the last 12 months. We are very disciplined

with what we buy and forecast flat RevPAR. We study demand trends, study job growth. We are not buying T12 RevPAR,

we are buying the next 36. What you made before is no longer relevant.

o AC – It is hard to model down turns. Hard to know what a new 300 hotel room does to a market. Can’t just take nationwide
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RevPAR. 

o JB – We have been finding opportunity in markets where the sellers of assets perceive supply coming on line. A few asset

portfolio’s were concerned on new supply impact. We have had the opportunity to buy assets north of 9 caps with the seller

concerned on supply, but we dug into it and felt ok.

 LH – New supply is one of the first questions we get asked. Value of the asset is affected when a deal is announced, not when

construction begins. What’s the new supply? Oh new Residence, negative – that’s in the minus category. Cap rates not the first

question. That used to be. Look at it on a forward basis next 12-36 is different than T12. So what are you seeing within Cap rates?

o JB – As we underwrite growth, not seeing many thin cap rate trades. If just assuming 2% type topline and trying to get a

return, the math just points to cap rates drifting a bit higher. You can still get favorable debt in place, but the growth

outlook has changed. Cap rates should go moderately higher, but sellers have this number in their head as an 8 cap for select

serve hotels. That sentiment has not changed.

o MR – We are seeing cap rates flattish.

o AC – Have to consider that spread between the buyer and seller. Last several years, the avg select serve cap has been near 9.

There have been instances, we have paid a 6 cap but our forward is an 11 when we adjust for changes.

o JB – Cap is the output of all the other inputs. It is one of the 1st questions b/c it shows how seller is thinking about it.

o CK – We pass on a lot of first deals priced wrong – the seller who wants an 8 cap. It ends up trading closer to 9+. Reality sets

in of market conditions.

o LH – All of you are 10 cap buyers and 7 cap sellers. That’s a universal truth I can assure you.

 LH – Placing more emphasis on cash flows or terminal value? Bias value of cash flows, how do you balance distribution costs,

property tax, labor?

o AC – We are not putting ourselves in a position we are barely making our yield and getting it on the back end. So we do not

assume much appreciation in the per key value to see if returns are fair without that.

o JB – Manhattan is a high barrier entry market. As soon as asset values recovered, people found ways to get a lot of

assets in the ground. So that’s an example of be careful on per key assumptions on exit.

o MR – Look at per key value. If I had to build that, what is replacement cost. Have to think about supply 5 years from now.

o JB – Just when you think everything is there, then a new build Delta shows up.

o CK – We buy hotels after the distributable cash flows after accounting for wage inflation, property tax etc. Don’t buy anything

hoping it is going to be worth more than we pay for it.

o JB – Property taxes, we have horror stories where cities or municipalities will raise taxes and do all sorts of things that are not

under-writable.

o AC – We are avoiding states with statewide minimum wage raises. I have a very real concern. Impact of valuation when new

supply is an issue. Similar issue when wage raise announced.

 Question – Rather than standardize value to a cap rate, this is an industry that attracts a lot of wealthy armatures I think Tyler called

them dentists yesterday. Where do you see those inefficiencies and what are the signs?

o CK – We look for margins that are light, they are doing things all wrong. But it is frustrating when the seller has it

priced like we are going to do it right/fix it. We don’t buy that way. Not going to pay the seller for that. That’s our

upside.

o JB – The standardizations of the brand has led to true institutionalization of 3rd party management . Lots of 3rd party managers

know what they are doing. We love to find deals where management is not doing things efficiently/effectively. But those

deals are harder to find now vs. pre-downturn. But brands do force suitable management teams.

o AC – We get excited when we see 110k Hampton operating at a 25% margin. We have our own management team and we

know what we can do to get that margin up.

o MR – Only thing I will add is that the value add deal is not as prevalent as it used to be.

 Question – What types of return are you targeting?

o JB – Depends on the risk of the deal

o AC – Usually looking for 9 unlevered

o LH – All depends on cost of capital and urgency. If we have 1031, tax considerations so I have to spend this now. PE might

have to spend the money now. All those things influence the type of return.

o LH – Just was on a deal with 130 offers – someone is going to become more aggressive. People out there are still going to take

an 8 instead of a 9. Take an 11 instead of a 12 of an IRR. Don’t fool yourself that you are the only offer. If broker doing his/her

job, should be multiple on the table.

 LH – How about PIP’s?

o JB – As soon as you sell, that’s the brands opportunity to get it right and enforce a PIP. There’s a love hate relationship there.

o LH – when acquiring an asset, I want the PIP in the data room. As sellers, recognize that brands are going to charge a healthy

amount for the PIP. Brands send change ownership PIP – used to send a guy out for free. Then it was $5k. Then $10K, now

$15-20K. So as a seller when I say go ahead and order that change of ownership PIP. I just asked you to spend $10-20k.

If you spend that, it makes you look serious about selling it. Shouldn’t the broker take care of that? For a 5% fee, I

would be happy to.
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o AC – brands have higher standards. Don’t have as much success pushing back on PIP. Always try to negotiate.

 Question – Are portfolio deals being done and is it a discount or premium?

o JB – Back in 2010 and 2012, when large PE institutions raised capital to go invest in cyclical business recovering, you had that

favorable dynamic. You had industry getting better and people placing bets on that broadly. Fresh capital, markets that were

growing. Today, now that things have slowed down, it is more idiosyncratic on which market which asset etc. So it is

hard to do on a portfolio basis. Beta trade was just a big blanket bet. It is now hard to make that bet. So now it is about

finding alpha leading to less portfolio deals getting done.

 LH – Sitting here in 2020, will you have been a  net seller or net buyer?

o Net Buyers across the board.

Hotel Values: Expectations vs. Reality 

 Moderator – Danny Givertz (Hunter)

 Speakers –  Jatin Desai (Peachtree), Heidi Nielsen (HVS), Ben Pierson (Rockbridge), Russ Rivard (U.S. Hotel Appraisals)

Key Quotes 

 Every deal you do, you learn something to watch out for the next deal.- Ben Pierson (Rockbridge)

 We reduced leverage. 2 years ago we were in the 65 -70% level. Probably more in the 55-60% range now. Our expectations for

unlevered yield has come down as a result to closer to 10%. On new development, we used to target higher than that, but with rising

construction costs and extended build time, those unlevered returns have also come down. - Jatin Desai (Peachtree)

 Sellers wants an 8 cap. Potential buyer says if occupancy falls on new supply, then I am buying it at a 9 cap. There is the bid ask

spread there. – Jatin Desai (Peachtree)

 Have to reconcile the differences to narrow the bid ask spread. If that doesn’t happen, then no deal gets done and nobody is

happy...not even the broker. – Danny Givertz (Hunter)

 Thinking what the per key is on the cap assumption. If you have a high key count asset in a tertiary market that may not have the

same ability to attract capital. Look at out years. Are you really going to sell at 700k per key? Don’t just through a cap rate on

upfront or in the out year.- Ben Pierson (Rockbridge)

 If you are just trying to buy core stabilized assets, than cap matters. But if not, just look at price per key, what has traded in that

market and what’s the cost to build per key.- Jatin Desai (Peachtree)

Full Notes 

 DG – Bid Ask Spread – are assets priced to sell or are we just praying for buyers to be found?

o JD – Today is bigger than it was 5 years ago. Everyone is guilty of this. Everyone in this room has seen an asset in some market

trade for X per key and immediately thinks their asset is worth the same X. It does not translate to every market in every state.

 DG – So are you saying that brokers inflate their BPO prices? (sarcasm)

o JD – No could not be the case =)

o BP – Lot of things drive valuation. Bid/Ask spread. To add on to Justin’s point, successful buyers and sellers take a collaborative

approach. The reason the bid ask exists, we as a buyer have a good view on the asset value. We help to educate the seller on

why that is. Could be property taxes. Could be seller aspirational b/c they saw something similar trade at X per key. Have to

reconcile the differences or no deal gets done and in a no trade situation.

o DG – yeah that’s no fun for anybody – not even brokers.

 DG – Moving on with regards to financing. With potentially no increase to interest rates, what impact will that have?

o JD – Fed no rate increases this year, maybe one next year. RevPAR projected to follow GDP. If GDP going down, RevPAR

going down with it. As Libor stabilizes or comes down, RevPAR likely follows also. That has effect on valuations, lending etc.

But that also reduces our interest costs. Look at CMBS market – the spread over treasuries has moved in the last few days.

Looking at the capital markets, rates overall should stay pretty stead. Fixed rates still near 5% w/ leverage points in the 55-

65% range. Other higher leverage providers are near L +6 to +8 range. Our overall carry costs can be lower and probably

won’t price in a huge drop in valuations.

o BP – Capital markets have been pretty liquid through 2018 and into 2019. Lenders got a bit more aggressive recently but to

the point of being unhealthy. There is liquidity but not euphoria. As indexes have risen, spreads have compressed.  Local

and regional lenders particularly aggressive at getting deals done. We see the yield curve at pretty flat. Borrowing costs are low

and liquidity is high. So we are getting good leverage but being thoughtful on the leverage we take. Do not see a change in that.

 DG – CMBS how that impacts acquisition. As a buyers, how do you perceive assumable CMBS?

o DP – CMBS assumption process is cumbersome. Transfer through a servicer. Can take 60 days to 6 months. Time costs money.

We see it as a major encumbrance. Broker says – hey it comes with debt. But it costs money to defease it or you may not be

able to put additional debt on it. If you are a prospective seller, have to consider selling asset encumbered with CMBS it

impacts your valuation and comes with a lot of brain damage. You have to be really committed to going down that 6
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month process. 

o JD – You can pay an expedite fee. Call special servicer. Have a specific date (maybe a 1031), please put us at the top of the

pile. For $25k expedite fee we did a CMBS in 30 days.

 DG – How does new supply affect appraisals?

o RR – W/ valuation new supply is a huge deal. Impacts valuation quite a bit. Have to do a serious market study. Listening to

construction costs rising 5-8% per year, new supply been muted. Some lenders don’t want to get involved b/c new supply.

o HN – Instead of just a typical 3 year, it can be a 5-6 year stabilization year for your value to see how supply absorbed.

Occ and rate fluctuating and have to see how it is all absorbed.

o DP – That goes to bid ask spread. All of that bakes into the underwriting as a seller you have to be aware of it. Healthy markets

get supply b/c they are attractive markets. Usually demand comes along with that.

o JD – Sellers wants an 8 cap. Potential buyer says if occupancy falls on new supply, then I am buying it a 9 cap. There is

the bid ask spread there. That is what is causing the differential. Where is the property and how competitive is you Hampton

vs. the Home2 just coming in. How up to date is the hotel? Has it been renovated?

o HN – In some markets, new supply is a good thing. I.e. a Courtyard comes into a smaller market at a premium and raises rates

for the other smaller hotels as well.

o BP – Really is market by market. Not linear. Markets getting convention center hotels – that can catalyze demand. Having

more supply, more people go there and then it grows as a leisure market as well. Like Portland Maine. Any time we sell an

asset we underwrite it from the buyer perspective.

 DG – Cap rates, where are they going?

o JD – We don’t look at cap rates. We look at price per key. Look at Panama city beachT12 at an 8cap you are buying at an over

inflated number. What is it going to be next year? If you are just trying to buy core stabilized assets, than cap matters. But

if not, just look at price per key, what has traded in that market and what’s the cost to build per key. We have not

experienced the cap rate compression like other real estate classes. Self storage is 4-6% caps vs. 8-9% in last cycle.

Multifamily has done similar from 8 to 9 down to 4-6. Hotels have not seen that same compression b/c the nature of our

business. It is dynamic. It is daily.

o BP – Also related to labor costs and intensity of the operations. Cap rate is just approx. of stabilized yield. In office,

your cap rate is an approximation of the yield b/c not much is changing. A hotel has a lot of things changing. That’s

what makes it so interesting. What is the stabilized cap rate/yield? Look at renovation costs, and exits and then can

back into what you can pay to achieve that. Lot more baked in.

o JD – One of our best deals we bought at a 3 cap. If buying at an 8 cap, how much value are you really adding.

o RR – Trailing 12 don’t want to rely on a cap rate. With unknown going forward, really want a DCF. Projections matter

more to the value vs. what happened in the past. Think about risk, market by market, labor all the things that go into

a cap rate.

o HN – We look a lot more at the cash flows. The cap rate is backed into. What’s the cap rate in your market – it is over-

simplifying it.

o BP – With cash flows, what’s your exit ...that means implied cap. Thinking what the per key value is on the cap assumption.

If you have a high key count asset in a tertiary market that may not have the same ability to attract capital. Look at out

years. Are you really going to sell at 700k per key? Don’t just through a cap rate on upfront or in the out year. Who is

going to write an $80M check in that market? How many keys matter.

o JD – Building a 200 rooms hotel vs. a 90 room hotel. Price per key is very different on an allocation basis when building.

Lobby space over 200 rooms vs. 90. But when go to buy a 90 room hotel and comparing to a 200 hotel, price per key

will be different as a result of that. What is the breakdown of the avg price per key, b/c that skews the calculation.

 DG – Labor costs, operational costs, taxes. When underwriting, want to be aggressive but realistic. How do you as buyers underwrite

to increased operational costs and property taxes?

o JD – Property taxes are a big argument. We use 3rd party consultants to assess what property taxes are going to in the next few

years. That is often a point of contention between buyers and sellers. Labor another issue. Take Denver – we walked into

hotel we purchased that every single member left. To take over that asset, the labor costs of hiring completely new staff

– had to pay more to get that staff to steal from other hotels. Look at every market, it is tight. The management company

that we bought it from just dispersed those employees to other properties in the city.

o BP – Every deal you do, you learn something new to do for the next.

 DG – Specific criteria for investment fund – what type of unlevered IRR are you looking for? Thresholds when underwriting deals

and how does that compare to a year ago?

o BP – It has changed a little bit in the last year due to cost pressures. Getting good debt but focused on unlevered. You can

lever it up and do all these things but if fundamentally it is not a good deal, it is not going to work. Really getting to a

stable unlevered IRR which is getting to an unlevered yield. Historically, we like to get 50% of our return from cash flow,  that

has gone up a bit now. We are also underwriting deals over a longer period now. For targeted return it depends on the risk

profile. For a development deal, would like to get a 12, which is hard to get these days due to construction costs. So now

probably between 11 and 12 there. On stabilized, b/c of cash flow up front, we will go below that but really want to be 10 plus,
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but even that is harder to get now. 

o JD – From a debt perspective, we reduced leverage. 2 years ago we were in the 65 maybe 70% level. Probably more in

the 55-60% range now. Trade off of that is maybe a longer period. Target a 9.5-10.5 unlevered yield. Used to get higher

unlevered yield on construction probably 11/12. But construction costs have gone up and time to build has as well (now 14-18

months) that yield has compressed a bit to closer to 10. Hold period is 3 year avg. hold, although we underwrite to 5 years.

Equity & Hotel Deal Structuring 

 Moderator –  Greg Remeikis (CohnReznick)

 Speakers –  Guy Crawford (Lightstone), Matthew Ram (Liberty), Carlos Rodriguez Jr. (Driftwood), J. Dana Tsakanikas (Stonehill)

Key Quotes 

 In the last 6 months, everyone being little more cautious on the deal front. We are probably running along the top of a ridge line,

hard to know when rolls over. On acquisition side, we are pulling back on leverage there, which caused the problem last time.

Other thing we are doing which may be a bit contrarian is preferring new development, b/c if we go into a recession, we want to

come out with the newest shiniest project. – J. Dana Tsakanikas (Stonehill).

 In terms of deals, when we shift focus to 7-10 year hold vs. 3-5 year hold, the availability becomes much greater. We are looking

at higher quality assets, which brings risk profile down, b/c now looking for cash flow vs. relying on big exit to drive the return.

Sure you have to be cautious late in the cycle, but there still is opportunity. Seeing rate pressure as a lot of supply has come on,

which need to be mindful of. – Matthew Ram (Liberty)

 We have frustrations that we are sitting at highest occupancy levels, but not truly optimizing rate growth. We need to rethink the

tactics we use in sales & marketing. Why are we running such high occupancy and not pushing rates, we have been saying this for

years now but nothing changes. – Carlos Rodriguez (Driftwood)

 As a result of the more moderate growth trajectory and more moderate leverage levels, the return equity is demanding has come

down. We are ok with it coming down, b/c now it is actually easier to structure deals as long as the investors understand that. On

the lending side, it has been a little more aggressive than we would have thought and has not pulled back as much as expected in

light of the economic volatility in 4Q18. Lending is saying we can get tighter on the spreads. We are certainly building in more

moderate assumptions on the underwriting side, reflecting more expense growth and less topline. So equity returns have come

down, now maybe we are out with a 12% IRR vs. 15% before. – Carlos Rodriguez (Driftwood)

Full Notes 

 GR – So we have talked about debt (65-70% of story), what are you seeing in the market right now for equity (that 30-35%)?

o MR – Lot of money out there with family office, high net worth. Looking for return.

o DT – We are pulling back our leverage a little bit b/c where we are in the cycle/later innings. So we have a hybrid structure.

o CR – This is why we formed our fund for the high net worth individuals. We like the deal by deal nature but we wanted to

make it easier. So our fund comes in and closes. Only after we close, then we turn around and syndicate it in as low as $50k

pieces. It is broad network we market too. Even breaking into $50-100k checks, just did 6 hotels in Atl. Avg check size was

$250k. Then there is also family offices that we invite in before the close, and bring down post-closing syndication. All about

managing different yields people are expecting. Found a way to balance that out in our offering.

o GC – Historically, non-traded REITs. Over the last few years as we deployed those funds, we are a family office, owner, and

developer. All of our deals have been funded with internal equity.

 GR – High networth is out there. Looking into future, capital is becoming more patient. Seeing 7-10 year funds and lining up with

opportunity zones. How do you see that working out?

o DT – We have an opportunity zone fund. Closed our first recently was a Fairfield in St. Louis. Our funds are normally 3-5 year

windows. But nice thing about opportunity funds, creates a 10 year plus tool for us. You have 300-400 bps of IRR you can pick

up on the backend and b/c of the tax incentives, it works. So it gives me a 10 year equity tool product that people want, normally

more than the 3-5 year old.

o CR – For our development fund, we have sourcing EB5. We did 1 in Ft. Laud. op zone, little late in the development process,

one of the reg is you can only be 20% of the deal. So seeing a lot of that hit the market. Issue is pricing/where does it make

sense. On the 10yr, you are seeing a 3% IRR dif in terms of boost. Targeting deals where we can use EB5 and opp fund where

we can use senior debt at a lower basis to make it more attractive on that side. 10yr gets you maximum benefit. Every dollar

earned that would be subject to capital gains, is more favorable. As a result, investors care more about the multiple at the end

and less about the dividend.

o DT – Real incentive is in the tax free if hold at least 10 years.

o MR – We continue to evaluate them, you can pick up 100bps b/c tax incentives. Be careful when looking, it is an opportunity

zone for a reason.

o GC – We have closed on 4 sites so far. After we bought the land, we are now looking for investors to come in with us. Looking

for high net worth. All long term focused. Big concern is all the land prices have increased 30% in these opp zones,  that offsets
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some of the gain on the backend. 

o CR – Look at the map, why are some of these opp zones? Worth exploring for sure, but 9 out of 10 don’t quite pencil for a

hotel as they are better suited for other asset classes.

o DT – Op zones based on 2010 census so you have almost a decade of development and redevelopment since.

 GR – EB5 was all the rage for some time. But when China capital slowed down, it fell to the side. What are the opps there? Is there

alternative sources? Crowd funding? How play into capital stack?

o CR – Got started in 2010 in EB5 when hard to get lending on new construction deals. Have to created at least 10 jobs per $500k

– made a lot of sense for hospitality b/c construction jobs and operations component. We already do LP equity raising and

wanted a sponsor controlled message, so we have a team that travels internationally. China biggest market for EB5, but you

can find investors anywhere. Really a great program if done right. Lot of noise with fraud. But if you have the right

development, and structure it the right way, you usually get Visa. It is alive and healthy. Program going to stay and probably

increase the amount soon.

o DT – We bridge EB5 dollars. Have seen EB5 not come in at the time table planned or at all. Seen number instances when it

did not come in and we had to help figure out a solution there.

o GC – Relying on it less. Historically have used it.

 GR – Where we are in the current cycle, how you feel about it? How does that impact the way you look at equity? Traditional vs.

preferred and terms?

o DT – Everyone being little more cautious. We are prob running along the top of a ridge line. On acquisition side, pulling

back on leverage there. Leverage caused the problem last time. If we go into a recession, I want to come out with the

newest shiniest project. New seems to win. So, we like development plays right now as a result. Lot of money chasing

deals, but still good yields to be had in secondary/tertiary markets.

o CR- We are taking similar approach. RevPAR growth slowing, expenses rise. As long as financed well and ready to handle

that downturn when it comes, then you are ok. Looking at full service opportunity, investing in the room side and development.

On our acquisitions, we do 10 yr CMBS b/c the fixed rate is attractive to our investors. So we say, what happens 3-5 years from

now, well we pay down the debt in a good leverage position. We bake in provisions to add mezzanine within it as long as

getting back to same LTV you started with, so don’t have to deal with the approvals later.

o MR – When we shift focus to 7-10 year hold vs. 3-5 year hold, the availability becomes much greater. We are looking at

higher quality assets, which brings risk profile down. Looking for cash flow, not relying on big exit to drive the return.

You have to be cautious late in the cycle, but still is opportunity. Seeing rate pressure as a lot of supply has come on.

o GC – Think it is impossible to call recession. Risk is certainly higher. Expenses growing faster than RevPAR. We are dropping

our leverage down a bit to de-risk the portfolio. Taking less leverage on development deals. Want to be in a good liquidity

position.

o CR – Frustrations that we are sitting at highest occupancy levels, but not truly optimizing rate growth. We need to

rethink the tactics we use in sales & marketing. Why are we running such high occ and not pushing rates, we have been

saying this for years.

 Question – Has leverage really come down in the last 12 months? Is equity having to make up a larger % of deals and is it demanding

lower returns as a result?

o CR – As a result of the more moderate growth trajectory and more moderate leverage levels, the return equity is

demanding has come down. We are ok with it coming down, b/c now it is actually easier to structure deals as long as

the investors understand that. On the lending side, it has been a little more aggressive than we would have thought and

has not pulled back as much as expected in light of the economic volatility in 4Q18. Lending is saying we can get tighter

on the spreads. We are certainly building in more moderate assumptions on the underwriting side, reflecting more

expense growth and less topline. So equity returns have come down, now maybe we are out with a 12% IRR vs. 15%

before.

o DT – Our sponsor was able to bring 75% leverage from a regional bank. We actually asked to step it down to 70%, which is a

bit unusual, to just reflect some more caution. That’s what we want to see as an industry.

Chris Nassetta (CEO Hilton) 

Key Quotes 

 In my career, I like to take risks, push myself, learn, push limits. Only reason I have been able to do that, is my family and

relationships, that part of the life is foundational. That is the rock. I have those relationships as a constant that provide unbelievable

support and love. – Chris Nassetta (Hilton)

 I started out in “engineering” in the backhouse of the hotel, which means my primary job was plunging toilets. And we had

TERRIBLE water pressure, which meant too many “code browns” which I plunged happily. – Chris Nassetta (Hilton)

 In my mind, I am thinking there is no way we are going to Beverly Hills... my family and I would have been the Beverly hillbillies.

But I agree to have lunch with Jon Gray to discuss the possibility of me joining Hilton. Turns out he is a persuasive guy. – Chris

Nassetta (Hilton)
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 Terry Golden and I partnered in restructuring of Oliver Carr. I was in my late 20s. When things are good too long you don’t build

the right muscles. Only can build those muscles when things unwind. That was the greatest experience a young person could have.

– Chris Nassetta (Hilton)

 The headlines were terrible. We end up shutting down global headquarters. Everyone referring to Hilton as “Blackstone’s black

eye.” According to the press we were going to be the “biggest hotel bankruptcy in hotel history.” We had to keep steady hands at

the wheel. We had to paint a picture of why tomorrow could be better. – Chris Nassetta (Hilton)

 Have an amazing wife and 6 amazing daughters...I am so not the boss at home. I often question whether I am work too. – Chris

Nassetta (Hilton)

Full Notes 

 Mit Shah – We are all grateful for your time. Your story resonates with so many in the room coming from a hotel operating and

family background. Everyone comes from somewhere. Your story is unique to you, but it resonates b/c how your family came here.

So you family comes through Ellis Island?

 Grandparents on mother side from Ireland, on my parents side from Italy. My Italian grandparents shared more about what it was

like. Irish side did not tell me as much. Italian side came to U.S. with $10 in his pocket and his new bride. He thought America

would be a better future. Ended up in NY. All migrated to New London, Connecticut. My grandparents were hyper-entrepreneurial.

Learned English and launched businesses. Originally was in woodworking business – built a mill shop, then a race track, then an

amusement park and eventually a real estate business all in the 1940’s.

 In that time, there was an Irish side and Italian side of town. Different schools. There was segregation. Parents wanted them to

marry within. My parents met at 16 and 18. Both the Irish and Italian sides didn’t want it. My parents thankfully – the love they had

was more important and the rest is history. I am 1 of 6 – a family of 3 boys, 3 girls. Today, I have 6 daughters.

 My father picked up his father’s entrepreneurial spirit and he passed it on to me. My parents were great (always put a roof

over our head, provided great education, etc.) but from the time I was a little kid, I had to have a job if I wanted pay for

something like going to the movies. So growing up, I had a painting business, paper route. As soon as I could drive, I got to

drive the truck and my buddies shoveled snow. So I figured out how to leverage early on.

 At one point, I thought it was time to get a real job in college vs. just doing all my own businesses. I talked to my dad about working

in the hotel business. My dad said you got to start at the bottom. So during my summers, I worked at the Capitol Holiday Inn, my

family was co-developer. I started out in “engineering” in the backhouse of the hotel, which means my primary job was

plunging toilets. And we had TERRIBLE water pressure, which meant too many “code browns.” I plunged those toilets

joyfully. Was a real eye opener. There is a whole world behind a hotel. There is a lot of grown up stuff that goes on in the back of

a hotel. I was wide eyed. Great education in building a foundation for me in why I wanted to eventually be in the hospitality business.

But also some motivation to get a degree.

 Mit Shah – So what’s next in the college and early career years in your life?

 I go to UVA, got a finance degree and go into the development side. Developed retail, office, hotels. Always doing some hotel stuff

around it. I would always raise my hand for opportunities in hotels. At our core, we are business of people serving people.

That’s really what it’s about. How you make a difference in making the hotel tick.

 For immigrant parents being doctor, lawyer, or engineer are really the only option. Like a lot of that generation, they wanted their

children to have a good education. My father was the first in his family to go to college. Georgetown and Georgetown law. He was

the baby of the family and they made it happen for him. Then he has 3 boys and of course he wants 1 doctor, 1 engineer, 1 lawyer.

It wasn’t a selfish thing, it was that if his sons get those degrees, he did a good job of preparing us as a father.

 So, my older brother – engineer. Next oldest – Medical school. The leaves lawyer for me – so I go study finance, then apply to law

school. I traveled the world for the summer between undergrad and law school, came home and decided that I don’t want to be

lawyer. My father was devastated, he would not talk to me for months. We have a close relationship now. It was his view to make

sure I was on a good path, and he disagreed with that decision at the time.

 Oliver Carr company 1984-1991 –started in an analyst program there. East coast/mid Atlantic developers. Oliver is still alive, 93.

They were city planners, architects, engineers. But they were not financially oriented back then. How do you finance transactions -

that was all cutting edge at the time. Back in the day, developers were more city planners and less about how to make the underlying

economics work. It was amazing experience to be there at the advent of that. To help it transform to a more sophisticated approach.

Got caught in the savings and loans crisis. Terry Golden and I partnered in restructuring of Oliver Carr. I was in my late 20s.

When things are good too long you don’t build the right muscles. Only can build those when things unwind. That was the

greatest experience a young person could have. Unwinding and rebuilding and restructuring a company to allow it to live and

prosper. I had a mentor who had done more of this work than anyone.

 Mit – So now you are armed with this perspective and decide to step out on your own?

 I was on my honeymoon. Did a trip to Europe, Paris. I ask my wife, “How would you feel about me quitting my job and starting a

company?” Sure she is thinking “I thought I married a dude with a job.” Now we can’t buy a house, can’t have kids – those things

get pushed back. I’m going to borrow money and if it works out great, if not we go bankrupt. I tried to spin it as I like to do, but

she’s a smart gal and figured it out pretty quickly. My wife is my life partner, my childhood sweetheart. She is an entrepreneur not
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in the business context but she thinks like that. She is the biggest advocate of me taking that risk – she says “I’m right there with 

you.” When you look back at some of those big career decisions, they look easy/right now, but they are not easy decisions at 

the time. There is huge risk. I quit my job where I could make really good money and buy a house to start a business. Then left 

my business to go to Host. Ten, left host to go to Hilton. None of those big tough decision I would have made without her. She is 

not just an encourager but a thought partner as well.   

 So I decide to leave Oliver Carr with Terry in 1991, and I ended up buying a house anyways. Taking on leverage. We started the

restructuring business and it went really well. It was the end of S&L crisis. Bunch of big banks hired us to do advisory on liquidation

work. We worked our butts off. Everything takes luck, time, and being in the right place. We borrowed money for 3 months. Paid

it back and then we owned it 50/50 from there. Things went really ell for us.

 Mit – So it is 1993 Host is- $67 RevPAR, $3.6B Enterprise Value, 24, 000 rooms. Split from asset light Marriott. Now you and Terry

head over to Host?

 Break it apart to give the core business (Marriott) the greatest likely hood of success. Basically have a Good Co and Bad co. Host

was not Good Co. It wasn’t b/c anyone did something wrong. Just the way it was set up where the crown jewels, asset light business

was spun out. All the bad stuff was left behind. Terry and I came in as a team. We got recruited to come in to Host in 1995. I did

work outs at Carr, in my own business, for banks, then for Host. It was very much a workout. We were growing so the workout

elements got swept under the rug. Took it from $2B to eventually a $20B business. By 1998 was $10B. We made it a Good Co. out

of a Bad Co. The common theme was people/culture. Host is still a spectacular company. Terry was CEO and I was COO. Eventually

Terry retires, and I was named CEO in 2000.

 Mit – Fast forward, now it is July 4th, 2007. You leave blackberry in the car. Have a history of buy, fix, sell, repeat. What happens

next?

 John Gray and I have known each other 30 years. I knew him when he joined Blackstone. It is the 4th of July 2007 – I had 100

emails on my blackberry. I started reading it. Blackstone announced they bought Hilton. We were with all the family getting ready.

My father in law asks – what’s wrong with you? I say “I am just thinking. I have a sneaking suspicion this deal could change

our lives.” Sure enough, Jon called me a couple days later. I just had this thought. I had spent a lot of time with brands as an owner.

Had intuition. John just wants to have lunch. In my mind, I am thinking there is no way we are going to Beverly Hills, my

family and I would have been the Beverly hillbillies. But I just agree to have lunch at the Occidental Grill on Penn Ave. So the

thing about Jon is that he is a persuasive guy. I keep saying, no way no way. He called me again that night. I really have to credit

of my wife – I talk with her and she says “you had that instinct on July 4th for a reason. You want to grow and learn. When are you

going to find a company where you can fix like this? And where your partner is a long time friend. Don’t be stupid.” So one thing

led to another and a few weeks later it happened.

 Mit – So John had just taken over the real estate business at Blackstone. He was taking a huge risk. Then we fast forward and bam

2008 happens and the world was not happy place. What was that like?

 That was hard. Toughest thing I dealt with in my career. Adversity builds character and skill. We had a good strategy. They

ultimately invested more capital in order to not break down the furniture. We had to get partners to believe that not only were we

going to make it, but also that we could prosper. It was the greatest leadership lesson. It was tough. The headlines were terrible.

We end up shutting down global headquarters. Everyone referring to Hilton as Blackstone’s black eye. Going to be the

“biggest hotel bankruptcy in hotel history.” We had to keep steady hands at the wheel. We had to paint a picture of why

tomorrow could be better. Anything to keep my chin up. Keep hundreds of thousands of people believing we could do it. Then

we got sued by a competitor. Our world was upside down, business was in deep trouble and we were much more leveraged. Would

have been easy to jerk the wheel around. Kept forging ahead. Didn’t let a good crisis go to waste. We built a spectacular foundation

for a bigger, better, stronger Hilton. That all came out of the recession. Don’t think we would be where we are today without that

recession. Necessity does become mother of invention. Hyper focused on our strategy. It is a job that is never done. We are

celebrating 100 years this year. Hilton number 1 great place to work. First Non-tech Company since 2004. It is about creating a

family environment where we take care of the people at this company.

 Mit – So Hilton been a wild success, the greatest LBO – 4x return. Now in terms of what really matters – your family?

 Have an amazing wife and 6 amazing daughters...I am so not the boss at home. I often question whether I am work too. The girls

are 16-26 yrs old. We have tried to give them an incredible upbringing with a good family value system. My parents, siblings,

cousin, extended family all live together in one area. My parents live a mile away in the house I grew up in. My two little sisters

are my next door neighbors. At one time, we had 14 cousins all right next to each other. So much crazy fun. That is my great support

network. Love that my wife and children have this support network when I have to be away for work. In my career, I like to take

risks, push myself, learn, push limits. Only reason I have been able to do that, is my family and relationships, that part of

the life is foundational. That is the rock. I have those relationships as a constant that provide unbelievable support and love.

That is what has enabled me to do all these other things. Never would have done it without those people. I’m the luckiest guy in the

world. I get up everyday love what I do. What enables that is unbelievably stable 50 year relationships. Blessed with crazy good

mentors. My father, my father-in-law, Terry Golden, Jon Gray, my wife, my children (They are the ones that call BS on me when

they need to). I’m thankful for life-long friends, who mind me who I am where I come from. Remind me to be authentic. Life is

about working hard and making your own luck. But life is about people and relationships and working hard at those as well and
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giving to those relationship. 

 Mit – I am deeply grateful for our friendship. We are all fortunate that you do things for our industry. Your family sees you as

someone who lived a life that matters and we do to. Thanks

View from the Top 

 Moderator – Kirk Kinsell (Panther Ridge)

 Speakers – Robert Burg (Aimbridge), John Murray (Hospitality Property Trust), Elie Maalouf (IHG), Pat Pacious (Choice)

Key Quotes 

 Are there too many brands, the reason we ask that question, is that we as the owners bear the risk of the new brands. – Kirk Kinsell

(Panther Ridge)

 It is a free market – if owners don’t like new brands, don’t have to add them. – Elie Maalouf (IHG)

 Airbnb is shadow supply and I try to not be afraid of shadows. Supply growth is real and a point of concern.  – John Murray

(Hospitality Property Trust)

 It is a problem that we have been selling the same way for too many years. Thinking the right base of Group, Transient etc. We

incent sales and rev managers on market share instead of profit. You have to be willing to lose market share in order to gain profit.

We are not going to shut down the OTAs. But you can managed those channels effectively to understand their place. - Robert Burg

(Aimbridge)

 Competition in every space is good. One of the issues we have had is not enough competition in OTA’s. That is changing and is

good for everyone in the room. We have always had travel agents/intermediaries. Has not always been this confrontational. – Elie

Maalouf (IHG)

 I am not so much in the camp of “Let’s go dark on OTA’s. Well show them.” That is one impressive method if the right person leads

and everyone follows, but hard to execute. – John Murray (Hospitality Property Trust)

Notes 

 Kirk – High level thoughts on where we are in the cycle and industry?

o John Murray – Not going to see same type of growth in next few years as we have in the last. Supply bigger issue and more of

a focus than AirBNB. Important that its on the same playing field and provide the same insurance, safety. Airbnb is shadow

supply and I try to not be afraid of shadows. Supply growth is real and a point of concern.

 Kirk – Net RevPAR looking more closely at distribution, what are you doing to focus on that?

o Robert Burg – We have been talking net RevPAR for 30-40 years. Sales team and ownership group making interest payments

off of NOI. Been selling the same way for so many years (Group sales person, leisure person, etc) and we incent them based

on what’s the right base of Group, Transient etc. Instead of focusing on profit, we focus on market share. I want to know if

there is profit upside at the end of the day. Look online first, electronic channels. People selling at the property level is

getting smaller and smaller. We are working w/ Kalibri to test some stuff in our markets. You have to be willing to lose

market share in order to gain profit. We are not going to shut down the OTAs. But you can managed those channels

effectively to understand their place. Net RevPAR takes care of the OTA component – they will never go away but it will

help w/ distribution

o John Murray – Only own brand managed hotels. We structured a deal so we get return before manager gets fee. Helps our

returns to be aligned. It helps the managers to not just focus on Revenue (their fee calculated off of). But now they are also

focused on the bottom line. All of our statistics in this industry are topline focused. Not enough focused on GOP or NOI.

Net Rev is a good step forward. Our asset managers focus on labor costs/retaining employees. Rev Mgt – strategies taking in

anticipation of new supply. Balance our OTA use.

 Kirk – As a brand, can just be too focused on the revenue piece. What should owners be using?

o PP – Us being a good brand means driving good returns for owners. How do you measure the cost side when you are an

asset light brand, not actually owning the hotel? All of our brand programs, we test them to see if rates are high enough to cover

the costs. We are as much a hotelier as we are a franchisor. To get them to use the revenue management tools (annual

convention of 6k owners) it is really a training opportunity. Gives us opportunity to show hoteliers how to run more profitably.

Technology – machine learning and AI is not a dream. We are working to identify who the guest is and what they want (if they

don’t want the room cleaned, we won’t make that a requirement).

o EM – We manage 100s of hotels. It keeps us w/ and understanding of the middle of the P&L not just the topline. That

keeps us accountable to owners. We have a dual focus – Drive high value productive revenue to our hotels. Give our guests

a great brand experience.

 Kirk – OTA’s big gorilla in the room. Marriot in negotiation. What are our feelings?

o RB – I am not so much in the camp of “Let’s go dark. Well show them.” That is one impressive method if the right

person leads and everyone follows, but hard to execute. You have Google entering the space. AirBNB entering the space.

But one size does not fit all. Have to negotiate different deals. Urban markets and Tertiary markets. In some of those Tertiary
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markets, the OTA’s are the sales team. If you get overly aggressive in OTA negotiations, what happens to those hotels? I have 

many hotels in South TX, the OTA and Gov business are the only two channels. AirBNB shouldn’t be doing what we are 

hearing they are doing. Competition is good especially if it is not what Expedia can just buy. 

o EM – Competition in every space is good. One of the issues we have had is not enough competition in OTA’s. That is

changing and is good for everyone in the room. We have always had travel agents/intermediaries. Has not always been

this confrontational. We will have productive relationships with all travel agents. Sometimes we will agree, sometimes we

won’t. There are many hotels in some parts of the year that rely on OTA’s. We favor our direct. We have 50% loyalty

contribution. Sure we are seeing great growth in digital.

o PP – It is not a one size fits all. Agreements differ midweek vs. weekend. Doing by market and by brand makes sense.

Each one has a different profile – Texas vs. Times Square. One blanket agreement doesn’t make sense. Who should be paying

what commission at what time? The OTA’s are not going away. Duopoly – that market power is unfortunate. It is diluted by

AirBNB and Google which is helpful.

 Kirk – One question to conclude. We talked about changing economy/rougher seas ahead/new brands/supply. We talked

labor/talent/wages, OTA’s. Been up and down the P&L. What are the opportunism ahead. Manage costs, drive revenue?

o JM – Baseline take care of your hotels, employees and guests. Sounds simple but not as simple as it sounds. Focus on the

changing technologies and increasing desire of guests to have experiences. Something happens that makes it memorable and

then they want to come back.

o RB – Hit the nail on the head with taking care of your employees. Number one thing is talent. That is the differentiator.

People are not a commodity buy. Access to talent is the number one thing.

o EM – The opportunity...the middle class is going to grow by 50% in the next 20 years. Need a long term perspective, we have

to win in the wk, month, qut but also the 20 years. The opportunity is there. Fly ATL to SD. Lot of beautiful land and lot of

growth and land to be developed and room to growth. The challenge – yes talent, but leadership to develop attract and retain

our employees. What are we doing to inspire people to come to our industry? Aging population, reduced immigration and low

unemployment – hard to find really good people.

o PP – Last 9 years, owners making a lot of money. They want to invest that money into a good industry in the US. Best place to

put your money is still the U.S. Owners want to figure out how to grow by putting money back into existing hotels or adding

new ones. We had our best development year in a decade last year.

Hotel Financing, the 30,000 Foot View 

 Moderator – Mark J. Gerstein (IHG)

 Speakers – Adi Bhoopathy (Noble Inv Group), Jon Wrigtht (Access Point Financial), Arvind Bajaj (Morgan Stanley), Scott

Andrews (Wells Fargo)

Key Quotes 

 Lot of debt capital out there. Good CMBS, good balance sheet. No shortage of capital.  – Adi Bhoopathy (Noble)

 Rate is swaps plus 175-225bps. The 10yr swap is just below 2.5%, which is 60-70bps below where it was going into the election.

So all in you are looking at probably 4.5-4.75% are doable right now. Very competitive right now. – Jon Wright (Access Point)

 The availability of labor is really tough. Lot of markets that have moved up the minimum wage to a point that is meaningfully higher

than what was in place. Key is to find markets that have more than topline growth (i.e. Atl) which can keep the rev a little higher

for the expense creep. – Adi Bhoopathy (Noble)

 With all the macro noise out there, we have not seen the volatility work its way into the loan business. Debt markets are still robust.

Obviously everyone is watching the Fed decision not to raise rates. – Scott Andrews (Wells Fargo)

Full Notes 

 MG – Financing stabilized hotels, where is the CBMS, what are typical terms?

o Arvind – CMBS is very robust. Credit market is very benign despite market volatility. In terms of spreads and demand for

CMBS loans, it was $230B market before the crisis, then goes to basically 0 maybe $2-3B in 2009, now gone back to an

$80B business. It is very competitive. Just as it is tough to find good quality assets, it is tough to find good quality loans to

make. It used to be retail vs. hospitality. We are lending 10-15% of volume in hospitality overall – same in CMBS. 10yr LTV

is officially 65%. Can be up to 70-72%. Tremendous bias for acquisitions. Rate is swaps plus 175-225bps. The 10yr swap

is just below 2.5%, which is 60-70bps below where it was going into the election. So all in you are looking at probably

4.5-4.75% are doable right now. Very competitive right now.

o Scott – Flexibility, when you want to sell the asset or top off the loan, a balance sheet deal would make more sense.

o Adi – Lot of debt capital out there. Good CMBS, good balance sheet. No shortage of capital. Just depends on the business

plan. Value add side = Ground up and repositions – those are great middle fairway floating rate type of debt w/ 3-5 year

timelines. Then we underwrite to a 8-10 yr hold period and that lends itself to more options. Across our portfolio, we target 60-

65% fixed rate debt with probably 7-10 years. Gives some flexibility on the back end. Then 0-35% probably in floating rate.
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 MG – Creeping expenses, labor costs getting higher. How think about NOI and loan sizing?

o Scott – Robust refinancing market and acquisition market. We are underwriting to the impact of new supply. Labor costs. Real

estate costs. Debt deal in a secondary market. Want to feel comfortable there is a 2% RevPAR growth to offset some of the

cost creep. Still a healthy general economy. For Select Service in a secondary market, we like to be at a 12 debt yield. For a

top 10 or a coastal market, probably a 10-11 debt yield.

o Arvind – Loan size in the last year has been consistent. The macro is pretty baseline expectations. Really micro for deal specific

underwriting.

o Adi – It is an operation intensive business. The availability of labor is really tough. Lot of markets that have moved up the

minimum wage to a point that is meaningfully higher than what was in place. Key is to find markets that have more

than 2% topline growth (i.e. Atl) which can keep the rev a little higher for the expense creep. In a lot of markets you were

already paying ahead of minimum but it has impacted availability.

 MG – Renovations for hotels. Mortgage vs. FFE loan?

o Jon – Bifurcation loans. Land and building. Unknown to our clients. It is interest only during the renovation. On a blended

basis, we are much less defensive than traditional mezz. On a blended rate, we will be very competitive. Our loan is much more

competitive than the 12% on the mezz. Traditional senior loan. Un-stabilized 24-36 months. They are recourse. Not asking for

stabilized cash flow. Coming in on acquisitions changing flags that are south of the break even. Recourse burns off at breakeven.

 MG – CMBS to finance renovations? Financing PIP’s?

o Arvind– CMBS probably not best for renovations. Depends on how much work being done. Rule of thumb - when you

close you only want renovation PIP to be a maximum of 20% of the loan amount.

o Scott – Will do PIP’s associated with the refinancing but has to be a total recapitalization of the debt. Our hospitality finance

group will do deals very selectively for major PIP’s only to best/high grade institutional clients (like Noble) who has good

experience doing renovations.

 MG – Could you talk about some recent deals?

o Adi – Residence Inn Denver was a value add. Management change. Some reconstruction. We did a balance sheet loan as we

discussed before how CMBS is not the best for PIP’s. Key for any financing – does your business make sense for where we

are in the cycle. Stick with your known banks for renovations. Sometimes things come up – lot more things to work through

than ground ups. Different products for difference situations.

 MG – New construction financing?

o Jon – Most of projects involve construction, ground up. Far less surprises than renovation/conversion. As a lender we

have more control to follow the budget and keep up with any attempt at bad boy behavior. We had a $125M project for

a dual branded Hilton. With key money or brand enhancements, we have had plenty of opportunities to diversify our geographic

footprint. 65-70% max. Can escrow the key money offered by the brand. Rough pricing is near 6%.

o Adi – Ground up on AC/Moxy Atlanta – opened a couple days before the Super Bowl – not much of a better ramp up/runrate

with a brand new product. We utilized a regional bank as the lender. 65% loan to cost.

o Scott – We are more focused on stabilized assets. You can take out a construction loan. Typically get 25-50% recourse. 7 year

term, interest only for 12-24 months. We will look at the cost to build. Can be 65-70% of the cost. We do that selectively and

only go for operators who are more seasoned borrowers with a track record of doing new construction projects. Are stabilized

are probably low 2s over the indexes.

 MG – Refinancing vs. selling?

o Arvid – Were we are in the cycle, it is so location specific. You want a market that is strong, but not too strong. We are lending

for economies we think are doing ok. We are lending, feel ok on the economy/pretty good over the next year and a half.

At MS we are projecting the 10yr will go down 15-20bps through the end of the year. Lot of people think when the index

goes down the spread should be widening, but that’s not what is happening right now. In the last 30-60 days, even with

the index increasing, spreads are decreasing so coupons are decreasing. And that is just people looking for good quality

assets.

o Adi – Spread has come in. Good view point that despite the base index moving up, the banks are kind of taking the spread on

their side of it. The borrowers are not seeing it. From a financing vs. sale, it is rare we are contemplating a major long term refi.

On the onset you are putting debt w/ 3-5 years with an extension. Should not come into play from a timeline standpoint. So we

are not actively looking for a refi.

o Scott – If people are not getting the price they want on sale side, they are effectively selling it to the themselves since the refi

market is so strong.

 MG – Lot of noise out there with Brexit, gov shutdown,etc, did any of this impact the debt market?

o Scott – With all the macro noise out there, we have not seen the volatility work its way into the loan business. Debt

markets are still robust. Obviously everyone is watching it. Fed decided not to raise rates.

o Jon – I concur with Scott. We have not seen it. Activity in the market is still robust.

o Adi – Cap rates is a whole discussion. Are you asking in context of the buyside or the sellside? Also the point in the cycle. So

much equity capital out there. So much debt capital. 2018 was a pleasant surprise. 2019 still robust. Cap rates for good quality

brands in good markets have not compressed. The rates have held up as well. People have been waiting for the 9 th/10th inning
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for a few years now. Cap rates have adjusted already and have not changed much. Do not see that meaningfully changing 

at this point.  

 MG – Looking at supply, near 2% - how does that impact your underwriting?

o Scott – We have a very clear lens of everything coming into a market place. If we have a Residence, a JW is not going to really

compete. Have to watch the supply closely.

o Adi – Watch cost creep on one side. Watch supply side as well. Not many markets don’t have more supply coming. If you are

not already in the ground moving dirt right now, there could be a decent number that gets chopped and held for the next cycle.

 MG – Mezz loan market right now?

o Arvid – Max out the senior. Mezz is having the same concerns on where we are in the cycle. There is appetite but there is a

premium. If office mezz loan is 7%, hospitality is probably 9%. We did $3B in mezz last year. Ticket sizes are usually larger,

say a $20M loan. $5M of Mezz not as much.

o Jon – We range from $1M in mezz to $25M. Rates in the 10-12% range which is less expensive than the traditional price you

find on the Mezz piece which is why we are more expensive on the senior. Our pitch is a blended rate. We have seen tremendous

performance in our portfolio. Since 2012 only seen 15 defaults which is a tremendous number, we have issued probably 8-900

loans. Not write-offs. Just in a delinquency state. In each one there was bad boy behavior.

Tom Baltimore (CEO of Park Hotels) 

Key Quotes 

 Cease fire on the arms race. The size of a TV doesn’t drive customer preference. The linens are soft enough. Think about tech and

how we can improve engagement going forward.” – Tom Baltimore (Park Hotels)

 GDP still tracking 2-2.5% and probably still tracking in that range next year. Interesting indicators out there – nonresidential fixed

investment spending (high correlation with RevPAR) decelerating this year but still growing. Unemployment remaining under 4%.

Inflation tamed. Corporate profits decelerating but still positive. Even the pundits saying another year of 2-2.5% RevPAR growth

– Tom Baltimore (Park Hotels)

Full Notes 

 Came to Park 3 years ago following 17 years at RLJ

 Chris Nassetta called and asked if I wanted to run the real estate company

 Tremendous risk – went from something comfortable to something uncomfortable

 Park Hotels

o 52 hotels, $9B enterprise value

o 25th largest REIT (bout 200 REITs across all asset types)

o Started with nothing – no name, board, office space. Been an incredible journey and a lot of fun

o Have bold aggressive plans like many of our peers. Had a really good run that’s exceeded expectations, 37%+ returns since the

IPO, internal growth initiatives really focused on, returning capital

 3 principles in the lodging REIT business:

o 1)  Operational excellence – take care of the guest, drive the top line

o 2)  Improve capital allocating

o 3)  Having a low-levered balance sheet

 10th year of the cycle

o Trough to trough usually ~11 years, trough to peak and normal business cycle each usually ~7 years

o Think few more years remaining in the cycle – supply beginning to peak, demand still outpacing

o With 6 recessions in the last 50 years – only 5 years of negative RevPAR

o Think even if we have a recession – will be relatively a modest one

o GDP still tracking 2-2.5% and probably still tracking in that range next year

o Interesting indicators out there – nonresidential fixed investment spending – high correlation with RevPAR – 7% decelerating

to 4% this year but still growing. Unemployment remaining under 4%. Inflation tamed.

o Corporate profits will be interesting to watch over the next few quarters – decelerating but still positive

o Even the pundits saying another year of 2-2.5% RevPAR growth

o Lot of that is geographic – San Fran looks pretty solid. NYC interesting market – misses the cycle. It has sustained ~40%

increase in supply. Wouldn’t bet against NYC long term

o Consumer confidence – personal balance sheets improving and consumer confidence high

o Think we’re solid for ‘19, and ‘20 looks good

 Brands
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o Big believer of brands – worked for 3 of them. Hats off to brand champions and titans in our industry – Bill Marriott, Conrad

Hilton, Thomas Pritzker, Stephen Bollenbach, Jonathan Gray, Isadore Sharp, Chris Nassetta, Arne Sorenson, Barry Sternlicht,

Gerard Pelisson

o My hope and prayer is that we have a woman on that list soon enough

o Loyalty programs – Hilton 85M loyalty members with 65% of sales from loyalty, Marriott 120M loyalty members. Amazing

that 50-60% of Hilton and Marriott sales comes from loyalty programs. Ability to understand engagement/benchmarking is

critically important

o Unbridled growth is a risk

o Brand and owner relations – we have a great push and pull – always have to maintain that balance

 Brand advice from an owner

o Cease fire on the arms race (don’t need 55 inch TV). Size of TV doesn’t drive customer preference

o The linens are soft enough. Think about tech and how to improve engagement going forward

o My pet peeve – the need to drive down customer acquisition costs – the OTAs were doing a better job but need to drive direct

relationship with customer and loyalty key

 New kids on the block

o Ace Hotel, Graduate Hotels, Viceroy, Virgin Hotels, 1 Hotel

o Can’t be ignored and are threats – it’s fresh, clever, and exciting

o Emerging brands focus on authentic and local experience

o Many function like independent hotels with benefit for brand identity in new locations

 Industry evolving/implications

o Technology – front desk will be affected. How do we upgrade while remaining cost effective

o Sharing economy – making a lot of progress on level playing field, impact on regulations, revenue from lodging tax, how to

deliver authenticity in a cost-effective way

o Sustainability – getting more inquiries from investors/analysts on environmental/social issues

o Lifestyle brands – think that will continue

 Looking at what used to be:

o We survived homesharing, video conferencing, the OTAs

o The need to meet in person and collaborate is never going to go away – fundamental part of this business

 Industry challenges

o The “regulars” – acquisition costs, labor costs, property tax, insurance

o Most important issue: getting more women in positions of management. Have 2 women on the board at Park. McKinsey: since

2015 there has been very little progress in developing women leadership. If you have women leaders in your company – women

will want to join. The companies that get this will be far better off in the long run

 Personal

o Faith (respect and appreciation for all religions), preparation (still work 6 days per week), perseverance (secret sauce of life:

rain will fall, press forward, be optimistic and encouraging)

 Professional

o No man or woman succeeds alone

o Take calculated risk – bet on yourself

o Get out of your comfort zone – you grow in periods of discomfort in dark places

o Build a personal board of directors – diverse perspective

o Pay it forward – I still have notes from Bill Marriott which I keep

Data Geeks 

 Speakers – Jan Freitag (STR), Mark Woodworth (CBRE)

Key Quotes 

 107 out of past 108 months positive RevPAR vs. 56 months in 00’s and 111 months in the 90’s. How long could this keep going?

Well Australia has a 27 year positive upcycle. – Jan Freitag (STR)

 The unemployment rate is below the natural rate of unemployment which creates pressure. For the last 60 years, every time we

have fallen into this type of high pressure employment period, we eventually fall into a recession. The length of the high pressure

period seems to vary. Begs the question how long will be in the redzone. – Mark Woodworth (CBRE)

 What happens in uncertainty? You typically do nothing. Uncertainty (lack of confidence) impacts ADR growth and we are not

pushing price like we should. – Mark Woodworth (CBRE)
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Jan Freitag (STR 

 Agenda: The Good, The Bad, The Weather

 TTM Feb 2019:

o Supply up 2%, demand up 2.5%, occ up 0.4%, ADR up 2.3%, RevPAR up 2.8%

o Every metric is a record high

 107 out of past 108 months positive vs. 56 months in 00’s and 111 months in the 90’s

 Australia has a 27 year positive upcycle

 Supply growth story is at 2% and well understood – probably not gonna over-build room demand

 In construction: 193k rooms up 2% yr/yr, final planning down 7%, Planning up 43%, Under Contract up 12%

 7 out of 10 rooms under construction is in limited service

 Jan showed the lowest ADR growth in a while at up 0.8%

 Real ADR growth now hovers around 0% as CPI is outpacing ADR growth. In the mid to late 90’s real ADR was up 2-5%.

 Records and Growth, Watch Labor Costs, Resiliency Matters (first weather responders)

 Estimates – 2019: 1.9% supply, 1.9% demand, 0.0% Occ, 2.3% ADR, 2.3% RevPAR

Mark Woodworth (CBRE) 
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 Today’s Message Dip (decel and softening) or Blip (short lived, not indicative of trend):

o Economic outlook remains favorable into 2002

o US hotel fundamentals remain sound (supply/demand balance)

o Look for a blip in 2021

 What could end the current cycle? – 1) economy, 2) overbuilding, 3) unpredictable demand shock, 4) asset price bubble

 GDP growth soft patch to hit the U.S. in 2020

 Unemployment rate is below the natural rate of unemployment which creates pressure. For 60 years, every time we have fallen into

a high pressure period, we eventually fall into a recession. The length of the high pressure period seems to vary. Begs the question

how long will be in the redzone

 Labor force participation: % participation declined over last 10 years in age groups 16-54, increased in age groups 55+

 Rooms under construction have grown from 100k in 2014 to 195k in 2017 and has been flat at that level in the last couple of years

 Rooms in planning grew from 160k in 2014 to 180k in 2017 and has recently jumped to 260k in the last 12 months

(Upscale/Midscale driven)

 New supply growth and sharing economy creating rate growth pressure

 What happens in uncertainty? – you typically do nothing. Uncertainty (lack of confidence) impacts ADR growth and we are not

pushing price like we should.

 We live in a more uncertain environment this cycle vs. the last cycle including start with financial crisis, debt ceiling/euro dispute,

fiscal cliff, govt. shutdown, Brexit, trump election, gov shutdown

 Longer you hold inventory less valuable it becomes

 Policy uncertainty could be 0.5% impact on ADR

 Half major markets occupancy declines have 4% increase in supply and a 1.3% increase in RevPAR

 Occ increases on supply up 2% and RevPAR is near 4%

 Summary thoughts

o 1) US lodging industry at peak operating level for past 3 years – 2018 better than expected

o 2) Accelerated supply growth has been readily absorbed and contributed to weaker than normal ADR growth

o 3) GOP margins highest levels in 50 years as operators have controlled costs to increase profit margins despite rising salary/wage

rates and slowing top line growth

o 4) Fundamentals attractive; elevated certainty impacting ADR pricing power and NOI growth

The Economist 

 Speaker – Adam Sacks (Tourism Economics)

Key Quotes 

 Consumer confidence remains strong. Saw a slowdown in Jan/Feb which the govt. shutdown had a lot to do with that. Still above

where we were at prior peak levels. – Adam Sacks (Tourism Economics)

 No such thing as an expiration date on economic expansion. There needs to be a cause. – Adam Sacks (Tourism Economics)

 Lodging share of consumer spend grew ~45% vs. overall consumer spending up ~30%– Adam Sacks (Tourism Economics)

Full Notes 
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 US Travel Performance in 2018:

o Demand in the past 8 quarters: 2017 – hotel room and flight demand grew at about the same pace. 2018 –people began flying

at much faster rate than staying in hotel rooms (4-6% vs. 2-3%). This tells us  people traveling further to get to their

destination vs. prior years

o Hotel room nights growing, domestic air growing, intl. air growth slowing down leads us to believe domestic was biggest

source of hotel room demand in 2018

o Biggest driver on intl. growth in last decade in the US was Asia – this shrunk in 2018

o US more expensive than has been in last decade: most major markets have lost visitor purchasing power over past handful of

years (including China, Japan, UK, EU)

o Shift in the last two years – intl. arrivals to the US near 2% vs. near 6% for the prior 5 years

o Travel continues to gain American wallet share

 Last 7 years – lodging share of consumer spend grew ~45% vs. overall consumer spending up ~30%

o Hospitality is leading job growth in 95 of top 100 US cities

 Last 10 years – leisure & hospitality employment growth consistently 1-2% higher than total employment

 Economic Outlook and Risks:

o Big picture – global GDP looks pretty good but moderating globally

o The recovery has been won by transient demand

 Lodging demand since 2008: transient up ~47%, Group down ~9%

 Lodging demand by day of week since 2002 dominated by Fri-Sat vs. Tues-Thurs

o Consumer confidence remains strong

 Slowdown in Jan/Feb – govt. shutdown had a lot to do w/that

 Above where we were at peak levels in ’07-‘08

o Unemployment vs. wage growth

 From 2010  today: unemployment declined from 10% to near 4%, wage growth accelerated from 1.5% to near 3%

o Economic expansion reaching prior highs
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 Few months away from longest expansion cycle (second highest trough to peak following 1980’s)

 No such thing as an expiration date on economic expansion: there needs to be a cause

 No signs are self-evident at this point

o Recession odds low in ’19 but higher in ‘20 – using Fed Funds rate & yield curve to predict chance of recession

o Accuracy of STR/Tourism Economics annual RevPAR growth forecasts:

 4 of the past 5 years have been accurate within 20-40bps

 2016 RevPAR growth forecast was off by 200bps

o 5 keys looking at 2019:

 Worldwide economic growth moderating

 Downside risks to growth have risen

 Key risks: trade war, financial turmoil, disorderly Brexit

 Expect intl. inbound travel performance to remain tepid in 2019

 Domestic market showing signs of stable & slowing growth
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